Dispersions, novel nanomaterial sensors and nanoconjugates based on carbon nanotubes.
Nanomaterials are structures with dimensions characteristically much below 100 nm. The unique physical properties (e.g., conductivity, reactivity) have placed these nanomaterials in the forefront of emerging technologies. Significant enhancement of optical, mechanical, electrical, structural, and magnetic properties are commonly found through the use of novel nanomaterials. One of the most exciting classes of nanomaterials is represented by the carbon nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes, including single-wall carbon nanotubes, multi-wall carbon nanotubes, and concentric tubes have been shown to possess superior electronic, thermal, and mechanical properties to be attractive for a wide range of potential applications They sometimes bunch to form "ropes" and show great potential for use as highly sensitive electronic (bio)sensors due to the very small diameter, directly comparable to the size of single analyte molecules and that every single carbon atom is in direct contact with the environment, allowing optimal interaction with nearby molecules. Composite materials based on integration of carbon nanotubes and some other materials to possess properties of the individual components with a synergistic effect have gained growing interest. Materials for such purposes include conducting polymers, redox mediators and metal nanoparticles. These tubes provide the necessary building blocks for electronic circuits and afford new opportunities for chip miniaturization, which can dramatically improve the scaling prospects for the semiconductor technologies and the fabrication of devices, including field-effect transistors and sensors. Carbon nanotubes are one of the ideal materials for the preparation of nanoelectronic devices and nanosensors due to the unique electrical properties, outstanding electrocatalytic properties, high chemical stability and larger specific surface area of nanotubes. Carbon nanotubes are attractive material for supercapacitors due to their unique one-dimensional mesoporous structure, high specific surface area, low resistivity and good chemical stability. Nanoscaled composite materials based on carbon nanotubes have been broadly used due to their high chemical inertness, non-swelling effect, high purity and rigidity. The integration of carbon nanotubes with organics, biomaterials and metal nanoparticles has led to the development of new hybrid materials and sensors. Hybrid nanoscale materials are well established in various processes such as organic and inorganic compounds, nucleic acid detachment, protein separation, and immobilization of enzymes. Those nanostructures can be used as the building blocks for electronics and nanodevices because uniform organic and metal coatings with the small and monodisperse domain sizes are crucial to optimize nanoparticle conductivity and to detect changes in conductivity and absorption induced by analyte adsorption on these surfaces. The highly ordered assembly of zero-dimensional and one-dimensional nanoparticles is not only necessary for making functional devices, but also presents an opportunity to develop novel collective properties.